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Tinna Jackson
FOUNDER & PRINCIPAL | JACKSON CONSULTING GROUP, LLC

In the nexus of Washington, DC’s pulsating political heartbeat, a native Washingtonian - 
Tinna Jackson, emerges as a beacon of steadfast commitment and unmatched expertise. 
Steering the renowned Jackson Consulting Group, Tinna tailors her sanctuary of services, 
offering agility and foresight to the capital’s high-profile leaders in navigating the dynamic 
DC landscape. A maestro in human capital management, she transforms from a mere 
consultant to a dynamic ally, unfurling a rich tapestry of insights that turn once elusive 
objectives into attainable goals. Tinna excels in providing executive services, facilitating 
roles such as interim CEO, COO, and Chief of Staff, not just filling gaps but advancing 
organizational visions with unwavering continuity. With Tinna at the helm, the cultivation 
of leadership elevates to an art form with her expertise in executive coaching and emotional 
intelligence. She taps into the pressure-cooker environment of DC politics, sculpting 
strategies to bolster influence through refined communication and robust leadership. Tinna 
transcends offering prefabricated solutions; she commits to nurturing each client’s distinct 
ambitions, transforming dreams into tangible realities. The transformative journey with 
Tinna means more than just navigating the shifting sands of DC’s political landscape; it 
promises a masterful orchestrator steering ambitious individuals toward their coveted 
north star with unyielding determination. Partnering with Tinna Jackson and Jackson 
Consulting Group isn’t just a choice; it’s a pivot towards embracing not only clarity and 
confidence but securing a visionary ally in your corner. Reach out to seize your ambitions 
in the transformative landscape of DC politics. With Tinna’s guidance, watch them not just 
reach fruition but flourish under a banner of consummate expertise and visionary leadership.

400-444 North Capitol Street NW, Suite 640 
Washington, D.C. 20001
202.871.2525
info@tinnajackson.com
tinnajackson.com

EXPERTISE
Certified executive coach; Certified emotional 
intelligence practitioner; Thought leader on Forbes 
Coaches Council; 2023 DC Power Players Listing– DC 
Modern Luxury Magazine; Most Empowering Emotional 
Intelligence Coach of the Year 2023 – CIO Today; Top 5 
Empowering Consultants – Business Leaders Review; 
Most Inspiring Business Women of the Year – CXO 
Outlook. 

SPECIALITY
Executive Coaching, specializing in emotionally 
intelligent management and leadership; Optimizing 
operational excellence and continuity through 
fractional/interim CEO, COO, and Chief of Staff services.
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